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What is a collection? 
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1.  The act or process of collecting something 
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Collection: 
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2.  A group of things 
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Coin Collection 
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Comic Book Collection 
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Sea Shell Collection 
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Stamp Collection 
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Collection: 
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Collection: 

1.  The act or process of collecting something 
2.  A group of things 
3.  A one to many relationship 
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Workfront Reporting Collections 
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One to Many Relationship? 
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Other Collection Examples 
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•  One user can have many direct reports 

•  One task can have many assignments 

•  One portfolio can have many programs 



Ok, but why do I care? 
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Because you can’t report on collections! 



Ok, but why do I care? 
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Unless you know the trick… 



How can collections be used in a report? 
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• Report Views 

• Report Filters 



How can collections be used in a report? 
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You could reference the task collection from a 
project report to show the milestones of the 
project and their percent complete. 

Views 



Task Data! 
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How can collections be used in a report? 
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You could also reference the task collection 
from a project report to show when specific 
tasks in the project plan were completed. 

Views 
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Task Data! 



How can collections be used in a report? 
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From a task view, you could show the 
documents attached to each task. 

Views 
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Document Data! 



How can collections be used in a report? 
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You could filter for projects that had time 
logged against them by a specific user. 

Filters 



How can collections be used in a report? 
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E.g. Pulling a list of projects that Jon Smith has 
logged time against. 

Filters 



How can collections be used in a report? 
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You could also filter for projects that have a 
specific task in them. 

Filters 



How can collections be used in a report? 
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E.g. Pulling a list of projects where a task 
called “Kick off meeting” is used. 

Filters 



How can collections be used in a report? 
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Another scenario would be filtering for tasks 
with a specific type of expense attached. 

Filters 



How can collections be used in a report? 
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E.g. Showing all tasks where a consulting 
expense was added. 

Filters 



Text mode 
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Text mode 
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Text mode 
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valueformat=HTML 
textmode=true 
type=iterate 
listdelimiter=<div> 
displayname=Column Name 
listmethod=nested(collection).lists 
valuefield= 

Showing Collections in a View 



Text mode 
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valueformat=HTML 
textmode=true 
type=iterate 
listdelimiter=<div> 
displayname=Column Name 
listmethod=nested(collection).lists 
valuefield= 

Showing Collections in a View 



Text mode 
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valueformat=HTML 
textmode=true 
type=iterate 
listdelimiter=<div> 
displayname=Column Name 
listmethod=nested(collection).lists 
valuefield= 

Showing Collections in a View 



Text mode 
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listdelimiter=<div> 

•  This textmode line identifies how the items of the 
collection will be separated from each other 

•  Common delimiters include <div> <hr> <li> 



Text mode 
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valueformat=HTML 
textmode=true 
type=iterate 
listdelimiter=<div> 
displayname=Column Name 
listmethod=nested(collection).lists 
valuefield= 



Text mode 
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displayname=Column Name 

•  This textmode line simply names the report 
column 

•  E.g. displayname=Attached Documents 



Text mode 
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valueformat=HTML 
textmode=true 
type=iterate 
listdelimiter=<div> 
displayname=Column Name 
listmethod=nested(collection).lists 
valuefield= 



Text mode 
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listmethod=nested(collection).lists 

•  This textmode line defines the collection you 
are referencing 

•  E.g. listmethod=nested(documents).lists 

•  E.g. listmethod=nested(tasks).lists 



Text mode 
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API Explorer 



Text mode 
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valueformat=HTML 
textmode=true 
type=iterate 
listdelimiter=<div> 
displayname=Column Name 
listmethod=nested(collection).lists 
valuefield= 



Text mode 
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valuefield= 

•  This textmode line defines what field you are 
referencing from the collection object 

•  E.g. valuefield=name 

•  E.g. valuefield=fileType 



Text mode 
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API Explorer 



Text mode 
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collection:field=value 
collection:field_Mod=modifier 

Using Collections in a Filter 



Text mode 
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hours:ownerID=57446004e3416cee385ff9 
hours:ownerID_Mod=in 

In a project report, this would filter for projects where 
Jon Smith had logged time. 

 



Text mode 
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tasks:name=Kick off meeting 
tasks:name_Mod=cicontains 

In a project report, this would filter for projects where 
a task called “Kick off meeting” exists. 



Text mode 
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expenses:expenseTypeID=589ce337aac20efe273fe 
expenses:expenseTypeID_Mod=in 

In a task report, this would filter for tasks where a 
consulting expense was added. 

 



Limitations 
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•  You cannot control the order in which collection data is 
displayed. 

•  You cannot apply conditional formatting to a collection. 

•  You cannot make a collection a clickable link 



Practice makes perfect 
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View 

•  Show the assignee of a specific task from a project report. 

•  Show the other teams, groups or roles to which a user 
belongs 

•  Show the documents attached from a project/task report. 



Practice makes perfect 
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Filter 

•  Show projects that contain a task named “Project 
Initiation.” 

•  Show projects that contain a late milestone. 

•  Show tasks with consulting expenses. 
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